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                Open Source Broadcast platform provides an easy and secure way to store, manage, and share your data.

            

              
                  We provide solutions for Internet radio and IPTV broadcast network specialty channels using open source frameworks. We also provide web television stations, online media libraries, cloud radio automation computing with accessible web tools, and radio automation software and CAP emergency alert systems. Designed to make it easy for Indigenous, First Nations, Metis and Inuit organizations to create television programming in their regional languages and preserve their Indigenous language. Additionally, virtual permissions grid allows organizations to decide how and where their content is shared with their audience.
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                  🔥Wildfire Season Are You Ready for Emergency Communication? 🔥

                
                Wildfire Season Radio Station in a Box When cell phone towers go down due to fiber cuts or power outages, how do you ensure your community stays informed and safe? Traditional communication methods may falter, but with our mobile Radio Station in a Box, you have a reliable lifeline. Are you part of an indigenous […]

                Read More
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                  📻 FREE OpenBroadcaster Radio Training

                
                Happy World Radio Day!!! 2 training sessions. No charge.  You can try and do these lessons on your own or wait until I show you next week. Will be conducted through Discord Feb 20 15:00 Yukon Time (MST) https://support.openbroadcaster.com/server-training#saved-search-filters https://discord.gg/PjbKZA4z?event=1207106220461260841 Feb 21 15:00 Yukon Time (MST) https://support.openbroadcaster.com/server-training#advanced-metadata https://discord.gg/sdk6MFNx?event=1207107767320580097  

                Read More
              

              
                February 13, 2024
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                  ✨ Open Source Broadcast Automation

                
                Holiday Visitors Techsoup Canada Grants and Free Services Are you a non profit needing; web hosting, grants, subsidized rates for commercial hardware and software. CJUC Radio (Whitehorse) recently utilized this easy to access service for a 3,500.00 USD grant for the Azure web hosting offer. There is an entire catalogue of services, products and hardware […]

                Read More
              

              
                December 21, 2023
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                  📢 Emergency Communications 101 - Training

                
                      CAP Alert Player for Radio and Television April 27 2023 at 10:00 AM – Noon Pacific Time Learn how to manage and configure open source systems to provide community emergency alerts and prepare for the National Public Alerting tests May 10 Skill:                Beginner or user of […]

                Read More
              

              
                April 13, 2023
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                  LPFM Streaming Online Radio Station

              How to start your own internet TV station?  Starting an online low power FM (LPFM) streaming radio station is a great way to share your favorite music, podcasts, and news with the world. With modern streaming software and broadcasting platforms, it’s easier than ever to launch your own station. You’ll need to consider things like licensing, broadcasting equipment, and studio setup, but the process of setting up a streaming radio station is surprisingly straightforward. Once you’ve got the basics down, you can choose your station’s format, create a schedule, and start broadcasting online. With a little creativity and hard work, you can build a successful radio station that reaches thousands of listeners around the world. It is super easy with minimal effort to get started broadcasting your own IPTV channel.
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                  IPTV Internet TV Station

              We can show you how to start your own IPTV Internet TV Station with an online platform that offers users a comprehensive streaming solution. It enables users to stream video, movies, and other content over the internet, on any device. It features an easy-to-use interface, allowing users to create custom playlists and search for available streams, making it an ideal choice for those who want to enjoy a wide range of content. Start IPTV Internet TV Station is a great choice for anyone who wants to take their entertainment to the next level.
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                  Radio Station in a Box 

              Our Radio Station in a Box (RIAB) is the perfect choice for quickly and easily getting your station up and running. This all–in–one solution includes a 100% solid–state, no–moving–parts design, plus everything you need to start broadcasting right away. It‘s easy to set up; just open the box, hook up the antenna, AC power, and internet, and you‘re ready to start broadcasting. Plus, we offer international shipping and brokerage with DHL for added convenience.



              

              Our advanced Community Media “Channel in a Box“ video scheduling playout system is designed to reduce overhead costs and streamline operations for multi–station operations. With our virtual studios and radio automation software, you can easily manage volunteers for your internet radio station, saving time and stress on human resources. Our AutoDJ feature allows you to create dynamic live shows that can be accessed by your audience from Shoutcast and Icecast servers hosted in the cloud. Our system supports multiple media formats and hardware devices for play back and streaming automation, allowing you to focus on growing your audience by diversifying content, adding new programming, and attracting volunteer on–air personalities.
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                Emergency Alert Systems
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                  We offer a wide range of emergency alert system solutions, including custom alerting designs, full turnkey systems and CAP (Common Alerting Protocol) emergency alert system software. Our systems also feature advanced alerting capabilities, such as multi–zone targeting, multi–language support, detailed tracking and reporting, and integration with emergency alert databases. With our systems, you can easily deploy emergency alert messages that are targeted to specific populations, and reach people across the globe with real–time emergency information.



              
                      CAP Alerting Products and Services
                      LPFM Radio and Television Alerting Equipment
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                  Live Audio Video Remote Broadcasting

              Live Audio Video Remote Broadcasting is the ability to stream high quality audio and video content from a remote location without an operator in the control room. You can store assets on your own computers and create a scheduled live stream of community media playlists utilizing your own cloud radio automation and enterprise storage. The content can then be distributed with YouTube automation, video scheduling and HD playout. With a managed web scheduler, you can create your own branded streaming broadcast station.
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                  Open Source Internet Radio Automation Software

              OpenBroadcaster is an open source broadcast radio automation software. It helps radio stations control their radio broadcasts by automating their radio programs, scheduling radio shows, and managing audio files. OpenBroadcaster is a powerful tool that makes it easy to manage and broadcast radio programs. It is free to use, and is compatible with most major radio formats.



              
                      Download Linux Broadcast Automation Source Code
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                  Online Automation Streaming

              
With Online Automation Streaming, you can manage your broadcast operations with one integrated system, from scheduling to streaming.




 




Easily automate and manage your broadcast services from anywhere in the world, with a secure web interface. Automated DJ management and asset management for multi-station markets, cloud radio automation for streaming, user generated community slide show playout for PEG channels, and integrated logger to create podcasts for distribution. Streamline your broadcasting operations with Online Automation Streaming.
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                OpenBroadcaster Software Case Studies
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                Indigenous Language Revitalization and Cultural Preservation Tools

              
                      Learn More
                  

            

              
                  The primary resource of this open source project is an online archive that allows users to store and share multimedia content related to the indigenous language of their community. This self hosted archive includes audio, video, images, and documents that can be used to preserve and share cultural knowledge. The archive also includes tools for language learners, including tutorials, language lessons, and online resources. Additionally, the archive has tools to help with language preservation and revitalization, such as tools to analyze and review language usage, tools for developing language teaching materials, and tools for creating language dictionaries. This archive is available for free on the internet and can be accessed from anywhere in the world.
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                   Pyrate 3.0 Pyrate Raspberry Pi Radio Software

              Pyrate 3.0 is a Raspberry Pi Radio Software package that makes it easy to create your own FM radio station. The software comes with a wide range of features, including a web–based graphical user interface, an intuitive music library, and a powerful broadcast engine. Pyrate 3.0 also includes powerful automation tools that allow you to easily schedule music, sound effects, and announcements for your station. The software is compatible with Raspberry Pi 3 models, and is completely open source, allowing you to customize and tweak the software to your heart’s content. With Pyrate 3.0, you can easily create your own FM radio station in no time.

*** Support for Raspberry Pi 4 under development *** Complimentary upgrade to existing Pyrate 3 customers.
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                   DIY Broadcast Projects

              
 




DIY Broadcast Projects is a team of passionate DIYers who love to design and build their own radio broadcast projects. The group features a wide range of projects, from creating your own radio transmitter to building a low-power FM broadcast station. The videos provide detailed step-by-step instructions on how to build each project, along with helpful tips and tricks to make the process easier. With their passion and expertise, DIY broadcast projects  is the perfect resource for anyone looking to get into the world of broadcast engineering.



Our radio Interactive “Hands On” Workshops educates and engages by providing your students the ability to create content and broadcast it live from the airwaves. We work with community radio organizations, instructional, campus, commercial, faith–based and public radio and television groups, providing streaming media server technology training for all levels of students. We provide onsite instructor–led courses, offering free online training programs, tutorials and webinars for students and teachers. Our programs teach students how to create, produce, and broadcast quality audio and video content. Students will learn how to use the latest technologies, such as a digital audio workstation, digital video, and audio recording equipment, and streaming media server technology. Our courses are designed to give students the skills they need to become successful in their chosen career paths.
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              Enterprise Solutions

              
                      Learn More
                  

            

              
                  Enterprise Broadcast Solutions

              Our Enterprise Server Cluster provides a secure, reliable, and scalable platform for managing your data center, no matter where it’s located. The server cluster is designed to load balance content distribution and streaming traffic, giving you the ability to deliver content more quickly and efficiently across multiple continents. We offer media asset management tools and professional cloud radio automation server clusters, streaming automation, EAS emergency alert systems, media servers, and playout solutions that make running your multi–channel operation simpler and more efficient. With our Enterprise Server Cluster, you can rest assured that you’re getting the best performance, security, and reliability for your data center.
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                                  Antigonish
                                  Arichat
                                  Atlin
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              International

              
                                  Albania
                                  Austria
                                  Australia
                                  Bangladesh
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                                  Canada
                                  Germany
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                                  Italy
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Media Asset Management

Box 87

Tagish, YT, Y0B 1T0

Canada

(01) 867-667-6397

info@openbroadcaster.com
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	New indigenous radio station receives federal funding
	This Week in Radio Tech | OpenBroadcaster with Rob Hopkins
	Trevor Baylis: Wind-up radio inventor dies aged 80
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